
Guest Manual
For Assistance during your stay

Please Consult This Manual First or scan the QR code to watch the helpful 
videos posted around the estate. 

Tutorials are also available online in your client manager 
If you still have questions, Text or Call (Text is best)

 407-900-3798

Monday through Friday 10am-9pm 
Saturday 9am-6pm

Sundays Hours Vary

Helpful online videos www.sweetescapehouse.com/howto.html



STAFF PHONE NUMBERS IN CASE OF EMERGENC 

As this is a home rental and not a hotel stay, guests are 

responsible for handling minor items such as plunging a 

stuffed toilet on their own [each bathroom is equipped with 

a plunger-and a few have more industrial strength ones in 

case your first try fails!]. If something substantial is not 

working and requires professional assistance, please use the 

following contacts. 

For general questions, contact us at 407-900-3798. Text 

message tends to work best as we're not always in an 

appropriate area (or one with good enough signal) to receive 

calls. We can get almost anything fixed quickly but if it's after 

hours, or on Sunday it may have to wait until 'first thing in 

the morning' as very few repair options exist late at night.

► If there is trouble with the WATER (i.e. it's not working!) and you haven't reached any 

of us, call Derrick at 352-636-8863

► If there is trouble w/ any AC unit, and you haven't reached any of us, contact Greg of 

G&E AC at 352-434-5566 (text messaging is fine) ..

► If there is a landscape/grass issue and you cannot reach any of us, call and/or text 

message Mike at 321-388-6428 

It is possible you may see any of the following people on the property 

during business hours: 

► Pool Cleaning Service

► Gardener (Steve Cleveland & Assoc.)

► Lawn Care Service

► SECO Electric Company reading our meter for power use

► ALL WATER PRO-checking water filtration/product
levels



be sure to:

dishes and put them back in the PROPER cabinets & drawers.

led and accounted for.

rash from inside andoutside. This includes cigarettes, debris, beverage cans 

The housekeeping fee does not include removal of outdoor ground trash.

movies, board games (and their PIECES), etc have been returned to the 

furniture you moved - including pool/patio furniture is returned to where 

ound it.

remote clickers back on center kitchen island

GUEST RESPONSIBILITIES AT CHECKOUT
We want your family to have the time of your lives while also remembering that The 
Sweet Escape is a REAL home lived in by a REAL family and YOU are responsible for 
EVERY item while you rent it! 

At minimum, have an introductory talk with everyone in your group and stress the 
importance of taking care when handling our games, videos, etc; Encourage everyone 
in your group to report anything they accidentally lose or break. If we already KNOW 
what has broken we can help keep costs down! (It takes time/labor, etc; to track down 
unreported broken issues & items!) 

*Prior to checkout, be sure to:
Wash all of your dishes and put them back in the PROPER cabinets & 
drawers. All items are labeled and accounted for.
Remove ANY trash from inside AND outside. This includes cigarettes, 
debris, beverage cans & bottles, etc;
Make sure ALL movies, board games (and their PIECES), etc have been returned 
to the proper rooms.
Make sure any furniture you moved – including pool/patio furniture is returned 
to where you originally found it.
Put remote clickers back on kitchen island
Do a final walk through to make sure you have all your items.  We are 
not responsible for items left after departure

THANK YOU FOR YOUR STAY!
Remember: Fees Will Be Assessed For All Missing, Misplaced, 

And/Or Damaged Items But We’d Rather Not Have To Charge For 
ANYTHING AT ALL !



The Basics

Gate Code : 5734  Door Code: 0408 (then press LOCK button)
Keys to the homes are located by the front door of the main house. There are 2 

sets for both homes. Please return after your stay.  

WIFI:  Connect to Sweet Escape, no password needed

TV:  All bedrooms are equipped with Smart TVs. Log into your favorite 
streaming app to watch movies, TV or play music.  

Checkout: 10am or prior – Please leave 
remote clickers on kitchen counter.

*Unless otherwise arranged, checkout time is STRICT as our housekeeping 
and maintenance crews need every minute of 6 hours to prepare the estate for 

our next guests!

Please…
*Remove your shoes before entering any building.

*Smoke ONLY outside (Smoking indoors will result in a substantial charge)
*Do not allow children near the pool, or playgrounds without adult

supervision.
*Keep all doors to outside closed at all times to avoid wildlife intrusion.

*Clean up all outdoor trash/food - Do not litter in the landscape--not 
even cigarette butts!
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ENTRY ROOMS : THE OLD CANDY SHOP,  
“PEPPERMINT” LIVING ROOM 

& CANDY APPLE EATERY

CROSLEY RADIO / RECORD / 
CD PLAYER 
This “classic” unit is actually quite modern! It 
can  play records, CDs, or standard AM/FM 
radio.  
To turn it ON/OFF, simply press the POWER 
button.  Then use the switch above it to select  
CD/PHONO/RADIO.  
The other buttons will enable you to open/close 
the  CD tray, adjust volume, skip tracks, select 
AM or FM  and/or tune to your preferred radio 
station
*Please leave the "Sweet Escape Story" CD inside
the player when finished

BAR / GAME TABLE  

The bar top opens up and converts to playing fields 
for  BlackJack, Roulette, and Craps.  
You’ll find the playing equipment including two 
roulette  balls under the cover. 
Note: Blackjack is on the inside/reverse side of the 
cover.  ATTENTION: If you need to move the unit, 
please do so  carefully as it a) is quite heavy and b) 
will scratch floors if  not moved with great care.

*Please return ALL playing pieces & parts to the table as you
found them and put décor back on bar top.
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COUCHES WITH PULLOUT BEDS 
(SLEEPER SOFAS) 

The two RED sofas contain pullout beds. 
Bedding/linens are available for these couches. 

NOTE: Please put beds back into couches prior  
to checkout AND take great care not to scratch floors 
when using these sleepers.  

VINTAGE CANDY MACHINE

The red vintage candy machine is a fully functioning 
classic HOWEVER, we have NOT  stocked it with candy 
and have it on display simply to be used as novelty 
décor.

PASSION TESTER MACHINE 
To use the Love/Passion Tester, simply open the trey 
near the bottom of the machine,  remove the quarter, 
put it in to the slot and place your hand on the reader. 
You will  receive a random “just-for-fun” assessment 
of your love/passion level! 
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As you lay in the luxurious King-sized bed, you'll be staring up at "clouds" of cotton candy floating on the 
ceiling. In front of you, is a huge carnival games booth that lights up---and is filled with decorative prizes, 
games, & more.  In addition to large screen Smart TV, there's a classic Wii video game system so you can play 
more "Carnival Games" from bed too! 

Romantic "Carnival Sweets Suite" 

Please create your own rules re: standing at a  
distance and using the bags/equipment to knock  
over trolls, play wiffle ball tic-tac-toe, knock 
milk  jugs off their stand, etc; HOWEVER, 
please be  careful NOT to hit people or mark up 
walls. 

Also  note: Game play is, of course, FREE—but 
the prizes  displayed are for décor only! 

Thank you for your cooperation and enjoy! 

NOTE: Please return all remote controls, the WII Carnival Games disc and all over items to 
their proper  locations when finished. 
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Eye Candy Bathroom

Hot Tub
Please remember--as per our website this is a soaking tub and does not have working 
Jacuzzi jets.

Notes About Our Water

1. It may take upto 90 seconds to fully heat the water.
2. If you smell an “egg” odor, it is just natural sulfur and will not harm you. We have looked 
extensively into filtration and other systems to eliminate the odor. In this specific region of 
Florida, however, doing so does not seem possible. We have invested considerable finances with 
several different companies and have certainly reduced the sulfur but cannot eliminate it 
completely.
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Ring Toss 
Our favorite version of this game requires you to stand on 
the white , red-lettered  Coke rug and see how many 
“points” you can score tossing the wooden rings on to  the 
bottles. Of course, you can create your own version of  
the game as well! Please leave rings on bottles when  
finished! 

Soda Machine 
Technically, the vintage Coca-Cola machine IS functional 
but we do not generally  stock it or use it. If you plug it in, 
it will activate the refrigerator. If you choose to  do so, 
please unplug it after use. 

Coca-Cola Room
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Pinball Machine 
The game is set to free play. Press the round white button to begin a 
game. Press it 2 times for 2 player  mode, 3 times for 3 player mode, and 
4 times for 4 player mode. THIS IS AN ANTIQUE MACHINE AND  
SHOULD NEVER BE LEFT ON FOR MORE THAN AN HOUR OR SO 
AT A TIME. PLEASE TURN OFF  WHENEVER YOUR ARE NOT IN 
THE ROOM WITH IT TO PREVENT OVERHEATING. 

NOTE: The wall-mounted soda machine has been intentionally “gutted.” It is not intended 
to operate.

Pepsi Room 
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The Lollipop Ball Room
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If the screen is completely “OFF,” feel for a little ON/OFF button near the bottom of 
the unit.  Use the  or HOME button to go to the MAIN SCREEN.
From there, select APPS to play space games, read facts from NASA, or choose 
“GALLERY” to play a themed introductory video to the “war” over the Milky Way bars 
and choose w0hich side YOU want to be on!

Using the in  Wall  Tablet

Milky Way Galaxy Bar

LASER TAG ROOM



Calling All Astronauts and Aliens!!

Join in an Epic battle to rule the 
Milkyway!  Will you join TEAM 

ASTRONAUT OR TEAM ALIEN?
1. Select a laser tag gun from the wall of the Laser Games

Room and choose “10” or “25” to determine the number
of direct hits it will take for you to be “out.”

2. Select “Team 1” or “Team 2” on your laser gun. (Your
opponent should choose the opposite!)

3. Hold and release the trigger. A brief countdown will begin
and alert you when the system is ready for play.

4. Aim for the DOME LIGHT on top of your opponent’s gun.
When it lights up, they’ve been hit!

5. To reload ammo, flip side toggle switch and push the
ammo box back up into its “chamber.”

6. To activate on your shield, press and hold button opposite
trigger. Your shield will last approximately 10 seconds per
use.

7. When finished, be sure to TURN OFF YOUR GUNS and
HANG THEM BACK ON THE WALL HOLSTER UNIT!

Out of Batteries? We keep spares in the kitchen drawer along w/ a 
screwdriver for them! Let us know if you need help!



All machines (and the neon lights near them) are powered
on/off by the light switch found below the wall picture of ice
cream sandwiches (by the L shaped couch in the room’s rear

corner—shown in this leftside photo…)
All games are activated via their main START buttons and set

to FREE PLAY except the CANDY CRANE which requires 50 US
Cents per play (and almost always provides a winner) AND the

Gumball Pinball Machine located near the Movie Theater
Entrance (requires 25 US Cents, Hit gumballs into 

WIN to keep them
or LOSE to give them up !)….

When playing the all-in-one classic 1980’s game machine, note that
if you wish to enter two player mode, you will need to start by

pressing the TWO PLAYER BUTTON 
then pressing it AGAIN to make

your game selection and then press it one final time when
prompted with a 1 or 2 player choice for the game you selected.  

Please note: We sometimes swap or otherwise upgrade game 
machines. Games shown in photos are subject to change.

Ice Cream Social Karaoke Night Club 

Simply use the remote control provided or the free Roku app to 
control the Roku TV monitor overlooking the DJ Booth.  Turn the 
mic(s)on and do a sound check. If the batteries are dead, swap 
them out with fresh ones from the charging station right by were 
you found them…Use the TV’s Youtube app to search for the 
words “karaoke + [your desired song title]” That’ll pull up just 
about any song you can imagine! Post videos of yourself singing 
like crazy!

To Use The Playstation 
Select it from the remote control menu and turn the Playstation 
power to ON. 
Press the PS button on the DJ Hero or similar machine/device. Be 
sure the dopplegange for the  game you select is plugged into the 
Playstation’s USB port so that the external hardware can  
communicate wirelessly with the Playstation. 
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Using the Pool

FIRST: 
All the pool controls you need can be found on the main screen/Easy Touch panel face. 
You can control the pool from either the panel next to the oven upstairs OR the one at 
the bottom of the staircase.
"VALVE 1" controls the Hershey Bottle's spray. It's on an egg timer to turn off after 
about 20 minutes so the pool doesn't lose water. Please use it no more than 2-3X per 
day and less if it's especially windy.
"WATER FEATURE" controls the Splash park. It's on an egg timer similar to the 
Hershey bottles and should also be used in moderation especially on windy days. 
The SLIDE can be turned on/off as often as you like.
Use the "P" and "SPA" buttons to switch back and forth between the pool and the spa. 
You'll also see a button to control the Spa jets--which are on a 45-60 minute egg 
timer.

The heat will NOT turn on if the air temperature is lower than the mid 50s. If it is 
already running and the water is fairly warm, then it should stay on even if the temp 
does drop. If it's not turning on, let us know. 

Please do not tamper with any valves outside for any reason!

The Temperatures are PRESET Do not use the arrows to change!  Doing so may result 
in security deposit deductions for excessive pool heat.  If you haven't prepaid heat, let 
us know if you'd like to use it avoid post-stay surcharges for unreported use.
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Watching TV/ Playing Music Outdoors: Use the same all-in-one remote control 
that handles the ice cream room but select ZONE 2. Now, the inputs you select will play by the pool. 
Follow the on-screen remote control prompts to play whatever you like! If you're planning to watch 
a movie, select the ROKU option that shows the little image of a DVD. The screen should drop down 
on its own and the projector should warm up automatically in about a minute. You can stream 
movies via any of the apps on the ROKU home screen. It's easiest at that point to use the free, 
downloadable ROKU app to use your device as a remote control.

*If you're only looking to play music outside, your best bet is to download the free AV
CONTROLLER app by YAMAHA and connect to our Wifi before opening it. You can then select
ZONE 2 and choose any input shown for outdoors. You'll see Pandora...or the option to play songs
directly from your device (Iphone users can also opt to do this by selecting
"AIRPLAY"). Alternatively, you can use the master remote to select the ROKU option for Zone 2
(choose the one that does NOT have the image of a disc in order to avoid the screen  coming down
and the projector turning on) *Please remember--- Outdoor music must be off and noise kept to a
minimum after 9:30pm.

Poolside Movies & Music
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Hershey Chocolate Spa

Using the massage chairs is simple! The keypads on the arm rests provide 
just about everything you need to know. Select a pre programmed pattern 
or adjust the settings up and down manually. Recline as needed. Use the 
separate foot controls for a pedi-massage. Supervise children!

The "hot cocoa" sauna has a keypad inside as well as outside. Both 
operate the machine in the same way.  Press the SET button before you 
begin setting temperature and time. Press SET again to 'lock in' your 
selections. Always shut the sauna off when not in use. Only use sauna 
while sober and wide awake. Do not use if you have a heart condition.  
Sauna is for adult use only
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The Box of Chocolates Movie Theater

Using the All in One remote to choose the activity you would like to do

"WATCH" is the "MAIN MENU" button on the remote.

Select your input and wait a few seconds for it to change.

If you do not get any picture on the screen when choosing Cable TV  please manually turn on the  
receiver.

If you experience any trouble with the DVD player, let us know but use the PS4 as a backup 
while awaiting repair or replacement.  The DVD player is a SMART player you can stream from 
your favorite apps by just logging into your account!  Remember to log out prior to departure!  
We are not responsible for your accounts

Be sure to point the remote at the projector and ensure that the projector TURNS OFF 
COMPLETELY when you are done using the room.

Remember to put all movies back in their cases and clean up all spilled Popcorn!
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Enjoy the cocktail-style video game machine table playing 50+ classic games from 
the 1980s, a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles stand-up arcade machine, and carnival-
style fun mirrors to make your reflection short & stout or tall & lean! There's even 
a large Smart TV w/ an X-Box console and the purple couch includes a 
comfortable, sofa sleeper (double).

Bubble Gum  Arcade and Living room
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Outdoor Fun & Games

Glow Disc Golf A 4 hole 
frisbee golf course you can 
play day or night with the 
glowing discs! Similair to 
golf Can you beat par?  Be 
sure to put all discs back in 
the bin when finished 

Everyone love a game of Candyland
Great for all ages fun!

Challenge you friend to a game of Chess 
or Checkers!

Enjoy S'mores fireside singing campfire 
toons 

No visit would be complete without a 
trip to Sugar mania Mini Golf Course
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Notable Local 

Guru 

Restaurants 

Classic Indian Fare including tandoori & biryani 
2400 S Hwy 27 Suite 101, Clermont, FL 34711 
(,52) 241-9884 

AyJalisco 
Lively spot for south of the border favorites 
580 E, FL-50, Clermont, FL 34711 
(,52) 243-1360 

Clermont Fish House 
A menu specializing in British-style fish & chips in a family-friendly setting with 
rustic decor. 
110 Flr50, Clermont, FL 34 711 
(,52) 7o8-5563 

The Crooked Spoon Gastropub 
Chef-driven pub born of a food truck with craft beer & local ingredients in the eats 
&cocktails 
200 Citrus Tower Blvd, Clermont, FL 34711 
(,52) 404 ;808 

Ikaho Sushi 
Authentic Japanese, sushi rolls, sashimi, hibachi grilled items 
7965 FL-50 #900, Groveland, FL 34736 
(,52) 557-8988 



Citrus Tower – Ride in an elevator to the top of this Florida landmark which, 
years ago, was pretty much the only building around here…surrounded by 
orange groves—On a clear day, you can see for miles from the observation deck
—out to Orlando, Disney World, and more…Fun gift shop at bottom…Located 
on U.S. 27 just north of State Road 50 in Clermont.

Clermont Bowling – 4 West Gate Plaza, Clermont, FL 3471 – (Located really 
“on” 50—
Epic Cinema – Clermont’s multiplex movie theater – just south of 50 on U.S. 
27 near Wal-Mart

Lake Ridge Winery – On U.S. 27—a few miles north of Clermont, State 
Road 50 etc;-- This regional winery offers tours, tasting, etc; There are festivals 
at certain times of the year as well. 

Showcase of Citrus – On the northbound side of US 27 several miles south of 
Clermont, Showcase of Citrus is a fresh fruit stand also offering 4X4 
adventures in monster trucks.

 SkyZone Indoor Trampoline Park - behind FCC Church on US 27 South 
(across the highway,you’ll also find Clermont’s multiplex theater, Epic 
Cinema)…

Wax Museum - (123 N. U.S. Highway 27, Clermont, Florida - at base of 
Citrus Tower) The “President’s Hall of Fame” – a wax museum dedicated 
mostly to artistic images of U.S. Presidents..

Yalaha Bakery – 8210 County Road 48, Yalaha, Florida, 
www.yalahabakery.com ---a great place to stop on your way to Mt. Dora –fresh 
sandwiches and baked good…beautifulcountry setting/outdoor picnics—and 
often live music & events in the daytime.. 
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